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Professional Game Projects

Ringed!: (Download)

Description: Ringed! is a casual videogame based on the classic Water Ring Toss toy developed in
Japan in the 70’s. This classic game combines physics with the skill of stacking rings by using
streams of water. The game uses your mobile device’s sensors and physical simulations to
recreate the experience of having the actual toy in your hands, while in a fun and exciting way that
both children and adults will enjoy. The game spans various levels, each containing three sets of
scores, which will test your abilities. Explosions, enemies and lots of adventures will surely
undertake your reflexes and speed to stack up the desired golden rings. With an underwater,
Caribbean and cartoonish motif, Ringed! is a sure trip back to your childhood.
Details: Made with Unity 3D, started with v3.3 upgraded and published under v4.5, Ringed was
developed by Bytefish Games, a joined work from Gutsy Studios and Mirrorhouse Games. Today,
the game status is in a standby, without support or budget, only available on Android.
My work: As part of a 3 programmers team, I developed several game mechanics, designed
103/150 levels, improved and enhanced the visual aspect of the game with shaders and other
techniques, optimized the game assets and levels to achieve the best performance, implemented
Ads networks SDKs, Learderboards and Achievements with Google Play Services and Game Center
and I was in charge of publishing the game to the stores.
Video:
Click to play on YouTube

Screenshots:

Soccer Madness: (Download)

Description: Soccer Madness is a small free-kick game, ported from a Cocos2d-x build for
Blackberry 10 to a Unity3D game, developed in a few weeks and added new features In
comparison to the original game. In Soccer Madness: World Champions Cup 2014 you can
compete, rank and defeat your friends in the most exciting sport on the planet. You have 1 minute
and 30 seconds to defeat the goalkeeper and score as many goals as you can, rise to the top of
the world championship and share your results with your friends on Facebook.
Details: Originally made with Cocos2d-x for Blackberry Playbook, the game was re-edited and
programmed from scratch using the same artwork combined with new ones under Unity 3D v4.5.
My work: I was the lead programmer of this project, developed with another employee in 3 weeks,
I was in charge of the main mechanics, gameplay and graphics, I also implemented the Admob
SDK among other things.
Video (blackberry version, non-official video):
Click Icon to play on YouTube

Screenshots:

Summer Farm: (Play Demo)

Description: Summer Farm is a beautiful game for toddlers and little kids that teaches them the
basics of using touch screens in a fun and colorful way. With 3 mini-games and 3 themes each,
kids can learn how to tap the screen, swipe and understand gestures like drag and drop while they
are stimulated with sounds, animations, colors and music.
Details: Developed in 3 months with Unity v4.5, upgraded later to v5.4 this game is waiting to be
published.
My work: I was in charge alone of the programming but I also had to work on the animations for
over half of the animals using Unity’s mechanim. The GUI was done entirely using NGUI v3.8.
Website (pre-launch):
Click icon to visit site

Screenshots:

Forest Defenders: Panda’s Fury: (Download)

Description: Panda’s Fury is a clone of the Tap Titans Game from GameHive. Idle clicker game
where the player has to constantly tap the screen to defeat monsters each time even harder. It
has over 30 monsters, 10 environments, weapons, upgrades, customizations, powerful skills and
tons of hours of fun and gameplay.
Details: Developed in 6 months with Unity v5 for Juice Global, an Israeli Game company focused on
advertising.
My work: Freelance Lead programmer of this project. I started alone, I made everything, including
animations, except for the artwork illustrations. When the game was almost finished, I decided to
quit for personal reasons and because the publisher wanted to sacrifice performance and user
experience for more revenue. I left the code clean and ready for another programmer to take the
lead, implement over 5 ads networks at the same time and finish the game.
Video:
Click icon to watch YouTube video:

Screenshots:

Jungle Luck: (Download)

Description: Jungle Luck is a clone of the classical infinite runners like Temple Run and Subway
Surfers. The main theme of this runner is that you control a prey animal and run away from a
predator. It has over 10 animals and 3 beautiful scenarios.
Details: Developed in 5 months with Unity v5 for CroonToon Studios, an indie online game
company owned that wanted to start in the business.
My work: Freelance Lead programmer of this project. I took all the assets from the client (some
African and Jungle Animals packs and sounds) and created the terrains using LT3D and painted
and textured with an old tool called Easy Terrain for Unity, I also needed to create sprites for trees
and tons of jungle props to design the scenarios. I also coded all the infinite runner system from
scratch and implemented the facebook SDK integration. Another programmer took part with the
UI and Ads integration.
Video:
Click icon to watch YouTube video:

Screenshots:

Personal Game Projects

Most of my Personal Projects are published in my itch.io page:

Games:
Flappy Chubby Cupid: Solo programmer and art designer. Developed in 48 hours for the Flappy
Jam (Flappy Bird Clone). Git here: https://github.com/nosmirck/Flappy-Cubby-Cupid
Makin' Bacon Pancakes: Developed also in 48 hours for the Bacon Game Jam, programming by me,
artwork taken from the show Adventure Time.
Sudo-Hack: A "pipes" game, made in 48 hours for the CyberPunk Game Jam. Artwork made by a
friend.
2048 3D: A 2048 Clone in 3D, made from scratch in less than 24 hours only by me for a 2048
Clones Game Jam. Git here: https://github.com/nosmirck/2048-3D
Chicken Duel Rush: Another Game Jam organized here in Venezuela, the theme was chicken and
duels, so I made this game in 48 hours by myself, including voxel artwork.

My Global Game Jam Account:

I participated in a total of 4 games in the last 3 years, the last one was in VR, a "Crossy Roads"
parody for cardboard. Links to the games in the GGJ site.

